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Changing Climate,  
Changing Land
you’re walking down a lakeshore trail your grandfather used and discover 
that half of it has caved into the water. you’re packing to go on an annual 
spring hunt and hear on the radio that an ice road you usually depend 
on has been closed several weeks early. you’re driving down the highway 
and spot an odd-looking animal with big ears and white splotches on its 
body – your first white-tailed deer! you’re cutting a new trail to your cabin 
and notice the leaves of most birch trees are blistered and brown. what’s 
going on?

the climate is changing, and with it, big changes to Tåîchô lands, waters, 
wildlife, and communities. 

you’ve always known that one summer can be warmer than another, one 
winter snowier than another. No two years are ever the same. you grew 
up believing this was normal – and it was. so did your grandparents and 
probably their grandparents too. But these days, the climate doesn’t feel 
quite right. the news is full of stories about climate change. you used to 
think it was some future, faraway problem. Now you know it’s real. It’s now.

Purpose of this Handbook
Climate change is like a stone being thrown into a pond with ripples in all 
directions. the ripples caused by climate change are beginning to touch 
almost every aspect of Tåîchô lands and communities –infrastructure, 
transportation, food, and water. the more these basic needs are impacted 
by climate change, the more Tåîchô people are asking, “what can we do 
about it?” this handbook was written to help answer that question.

“  The elders work on the land and see 
the land all the time. They notice 
these differences. Robert Mackenzie, Behchoko

“   In the past when it was colder, 
it was healthier. Fred Mantla, Gameti
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Decisions Decisions
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Land Use Planning

Home

Making Climate Change a 
Mainstream Matter
No matter what kinds of decisions you make in your work or daily 
life, whether about your home, business, community, or the land and 
resources around it, this handbook will help you assess the risks of climate 
change, reduce its impacts, and make the best of its positive effects.

In the wek’eezhii (Tåîchô) region different levels of government that have 
control over Tåîchô lands and resources, there are bodies that can help 
deal with some climate change problems. these include:

 Z Tåîchô Community governments

 Z wek’eezhii Land and water Board

 Z wek’eezhii Renewable Resources Board

 Z Tåîchô Community services agency

 Z Tåîchô Government

 Z Government of Northwest territories, and

 Z Government of Canada.

For some of these bodies, climate change is not yet a mainstream issue. 
But by looking for common concerns, by deciding who’s responsible for 
what, and by working together to coordinate actions, climate change can 
be given the attention it deserves in decisions about how to take care of 
Tåîchô lands, people, buildings and infrastructure.

whatever your particular area of responsibility – from deciding on home 
renovations, building a road, assessing a mining project, reviewing a 
land use plan, or advising the Tåîchô Government – this handbook will 
help you make climate change a mainstream matter in your day-to-day 
decision-making.
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this handbook begins with an overview of northern climate change and 
introduces the two main ways we can respond to it: mitigation – fighting 
its causes – and adaptation –reducing its impacts. while there’s much we 
can do to help slow down and hopefully reverse climate change over the 
long-term, the focus here is on adaptation, the things we can do to reduce 
climate change impacts that are happening right now, or looming right 
around the corner.

you’ll find examples of changes that Tåîchô people have identified as well as 
their ideas on how to deal with them. this will help you identify the climate 
change solutions that best apply to the kinds of decisions you make.

Many Tåîchô people agree that climate change is a front-burner issue that 
no one can ignore any longer. try the suggestions in this handbook that 
fit your needs. pass it around. tell people what you’ve learned. simply 
getting more people talking about climate change is another purpose of this 
handbook – and that itself is a good way to get ready for the changes ahead.

what’s the Up side of  
Climate Change?
planning for climate change is not just about preparing for the bad stuff. 
It’s also about getting ready to take advantage of any opportunities 
presented by climate change. here are some examples raised by researchers 
and Tåîchô people: 

 Z Longer construction season

 Z New species available to harvest

 Z  Increased opportunities for local gardening and agriculture

 Z Decreased heating costs

 Z More morel mushrooms available for harvest and sale

 Z More firewood available from burned areas

 Z possibility of increased tourism.
The Tåîchô agreement set up a number of government agencies. Each of these 
organizations has responsibities that will be impacted by climage change.
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where did this  
information come from?
In 2008, the Tåîchô Government teamed up with Ecology North to 
help the four Tåîchô communities of Behchoko, wekweeti, whati and 
Gameti prepare for climate change. Ecology North is a non-government, 
non-profit environmental organization based in yellowknife. the goals of 
“Tåîchô Climate Change planning project” were to:

 Z  Develop climate change action plans for all Tåîchô   
communities.

 Z  promote awareness of climate change issues across  
the Tåîchô region.

 Z Implement as much of the action plans as possible.

work on this project began in late 2008 and the first regional meeting was 
held in January 2009. this was attended by a twelve-person Community 
advisory Committee with three representatives from each Tåîchô 
community. the main purpose of this committee was to make sure the 
project represented Tåîchô values, culture and community priorities. 
Information was gathered through elder interviews and public meetings 
in each community. Government experts and research scientists also 
provided input.

after many meetings and interviews across the Tåîchô region, draft 
climate change action plans and education posters were made for each 
Tåîchô community. these plans describe risks to each community, along 
with concrete ideas for dealing with them. they also look at ways to take 
advantage of any good things that climate change may bring. a regional 
report on the kinds of climate changes and impacts Tåîchô people and 
scientists are seeing was also produced. these action plans focus primarily 
on Tåîchô communities and surrounding lands. 

this handbook is based on all the good work done for the Tåîchô Climate 
Change planning project and is focused on its last two goals, promoting 
climate change awareness and implementation.

Keeping Community  
Action Plans Up to Date
an important next step in implementing climate change actions will be for 
each community to review and refine their own draft plan. as their titles 
suggest – “Building a Climate Change action plan” – these plans are still 
works in progress. once finalized by each community, these plans will 
need to be re-evaluated annually to make sure they are up to date with 
community priorities and our rapidly changing climate.
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how is our northern  
climate changing?
the Earth’s climate has been changing naturally for millions of years. But 
human activities which release heat-trapping gases are quickly warming 
the planet like never before through the “greenhouse effect.” scientists 
predict that the North could heat up over the next fifty years by 5°C or 
more, with the most dramatic warming happening in winter. on top of 
that, average temperatures in the North are rising almost twice as fast as 
the rest of the world. No one has ever seen changes like this

the Nwt is already one of the fastest warming places on Earth. Northern 
climate change is like a “moving target”, jumping ahead faster than 
anyone can predict. here’s how the climate is changing right out your 
back door: Rapidly rising temperatures

 Z shorter, warmer winters.
 Z Increased rain and snowfall in many regions
 Z More extreme fall and winter storms
 Z Less predictable weather
 Z Increased winds in some areas
 Z thinner ice
 Z Melting glaciers
 Z Lower water levels in some lakes and rivers
 Z Changes to plants and animals

 Z More forest fires in some areas

What’s a Greenhouse Gas?
Greenhouse gases act like a blanket around the earth that traps heat in the 
air. a common greenhouse gas is carbon dioxide or Co2. Carbon dioxide 
is natural – it’s what we breathe out and plants breathe in. But now there 
is too much in the air and the Earth is quickly heating up. we’ve added 
millions of extra tons of carbon dioxide to the air’s natural amount by 
burning lots of fossil fuels like oil, gas and coal. this is the main reason 
things are warming around the world.

“  The ice is getting thinner; it melts 
fast, and from both below and 
above and this affects us because it 
is now hard to travel on the ice, and 
to make camps on it. People might 
go through! Gameti’s women Elders

“ There are a lot more lightning storms 
now than before; two years ago, by the 
general store, lightning went through 
the land and broke apart the rock. 
when the land is so dry, it’s easy for 
lightning to cause fires. Gameti’s Women Elders
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Adaptation: planning for the  
impacts of climate change
No matter how successful we are at tackling the causes of climate 
change, we will continue to feel its effects on the land, water and air for 
generations to come. so, we also need to prepare for the impacts of climate 
change. we need to adapt. adaptation means planning for how we will 
change or adapt to the effects of climate change, both bad and good.

“  Climate change is a major issue 
for our children and grandchildren. 
What we do now through mitigation 
will be of greatest benefit to them. In 
the meantime we must also adapt  
to make our lives a little easier.  
henry hengeveld, Environment Canada climate scientist

“  With climate change impacting 
our ice roads, adaptation is 
definitely where it’s at these days. 
art Barnes, GNwt Department of transportation

what can you do about  
climate change?
you can tackle climate change through two kinds of actions. Mitigation 
means reducing greenhouse gases by using less oil, gas and other fossil fuels, 
the main source of these gases. adaptation means planning for possible 
impacts – avoiding them completely or at least softening their blows. It also 
means taking advantage of the good things climate change may bring.

Mitigation: fighting the causes  
of climate change
putting the brakes on climate change begins with mitigation – reducing 
our greenhouse gas emissions. For instance, you could drive a smaller 
vehicle, buy a four-stroke outboard, or increase the energy-efficiency of 
your home or business. these may seem like trivial solutions in the face of 
a global problem that could take generations to reverse. Besides, there are 
so few northerners. how could we make a difference?

It’s true, we can’t stop climate change by ourselves since we release only 
a tiny fraction of the world’s greenhouse gases. we need the whole world 
to burn less fossil fuels too. But northerners depend heavily on fossil 
fuels because of our unusually high heating needs and energy-hungry 
industries like mining. we can set an example to the rest of the world by 
using these fuels wisely.
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“  There are big changes with climate. 
We see it and are aware of it. 
Celine wannazi, Behchoko

Planning or reacting to impacts 
- which works best?
anything we do to reduce the bad effects of climate change is adaptation. 
But the earlier we can nip its impacts in the bud, the better. well thought-
out adaptation measures allow you to plan for and respond to the 
challenges of climate change. In most cases, the aim of adaptation is to 
increase your ability to face these challenges. sometimes climate change 
brings positive effects like longer summers and lower heating costs. planning 
to make the best of new opportunities is another part of adaptation.

How much does adaptation cost?
adaptation costs money. But doing nothing could cost a lot more. a 
recent study shows that if Nwt communities don’t prepare for climate 
change impacts, it could cost over $400 million to fix building foundations 
alone, not to mention roads and other infrastructure.

what climate change impacts are 
Tåîchô people seeing now?
Every Tåîchô community faces its own unique set of challenges created 
by a changing climate. here are some of common observations and 
concerns reported across the Tåîchô region.

Warmer winters & thinner ice
the Tåîchô are very concerned about increasing temperatures in the 
region. they no longer experience extreme winter cold. Many elders 
remember temperatures as low as -50 degrees Celsius that caused trees to 
crack and branches to break spontaneously. they report that such sounds 
are no longer heard in the Tåîchô woods.

Rising temperatures are affecting the ability of Tåîchô people to travel 
safely on the land. Less ice and more overflow make hunting and trapping 
more dangerous. warmer winters are shortening the ice-road season, 
causing shortages of goods in stores and higher prices. More slippery 
roads mean more salt added, which has raised concerns about its impacts 
on the land and water.
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Strange wildlife sightings
small animals and insects seem to be less abundant throughout the 
Tåîchô region. Elders are very concerned about this. they also report 
changes in the migration patterns and ranges of large animals like caribou. 
For example, caribou no longer come close to whati. they suspect that 
increased snowfall is making it difficult for caribou to feed and travel. New 
species entering the Tåîchô lands include coyotes, cougars, and magpies 
and buffalo are expanding into the region.

Impacts on health, housing & culture
so far, climate change has not had a big impact on Tåîchô communities’ 
infrastructure. shifting foundations have caused cracks in ceiling and 
walls, but this may be due to normal ground shifting throughout the 
seasons. Increased sightings of crooked and fallen trees and shifting 
telephone poles may be signs of permafrost degradation.

the Tåîchô are very concerned about the loss of their culture and 
traditions, which are intimately tied to the land. Decreasing wildlife is 
leading to an increased reliance on stores and imported food. Illness is 
reported to be more common now than in the past. Elders blame rising 
temperatures and use of fossil fuel furnaces as possible causes. 

Less rain, more snow
the Tåîchô generally report a decreased rainfall and increased snowfall. they 
say the snow is wetter now while the forests are drier, making them more 
prone to fire. as the land and plants get drier, people say, more trees are 
dying, and berries are becoming shriveled, dry and more rare. Unusual water 
levels were reported, with the general trend being towards lower levels.

“  A few new animals have been seen 
around Tåîchô communities including 
polar bears near Gameti lately, and 
cougars and buffalo near Behchoko. 
Gameti’s women Elders

“  There’s lots of snow in the winter. It 
must make it hard for the caribou to 
travel. With lots of snow, if the caribou 
can’t dig out the snow to get to the 
ground how will they eat and survive? 
Robert Mackenzie, Behchoko15 16
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how can Tåîchô people 
prepare for climate change
preparing for climate change means that you have to think of how climate 
change will affect your community. what kind of impacts can you expect? 
how can local people respond to these possible impacts?

Water
Melting permafrost can also change water levels in ponds and wetlands, 
and could affect both water quality and quantity in future. Changing 
ground conditions brought by climate change can also cause hazardous 
wastes to seep from community dumps and contaminate the water.

Monitor water conditions
Monitoring water conditions is important find out if any changes are 
happening. training local community members how to do this work 
makes a community stronger.

Create a hazardous waste management plan
Communities should develop a waste management plan to minimize 
hazardous wastes in the dump and to ship the most toxic materials out of 
town for proper disposal in larger centres like yellowknife.

Infrastructure  
(Buildings, roads, & Construction)
when permafrost melts, it makes the ground shift and can damage 
buildings, roads and other infrastructure. of all the impacts brought by 
an altered climate, this will likely be the biggest and most expensive for 
Tåîchô communities.

Work with engineers and construction experts
Buildings need to have the right kind of foundation to avoid damage from 
shifting. they may also need more maintenance as permafrost melts. It’s 
important to have construction professionals and engineers work with 
communities to find ways to build safely where permafrost is underfoot.

Install flexible fuel lines to prevent leaks
Melting permafrost also weakens the supports for fuel tanks. when this 
happens, rigid fuel lines can break and cause a fuel leak. Using a flexible 
line can prevent leaks. ask an expert what kind of fuel line you should use.

Build for climate change
Buildings and other infrastructure should last a long time.  
If you build a house that you want to last 50 years, then you have to plan 
far ahead. what will the climate be like in 50 years? the way things are 
changing, it‘s more and more important to think this way.

one study has estimated that replacing all of Gameti’s foundations that 
are built on permafrost could cost upwards of $1.6 million.

“  Everyone is talking about water in 
Gameti. We can see low water even 
in fall time. In summer, water is 
really low, too low. Fred Mantla, Gameti 
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Transportation
as winters get warmer and the winter road season gets shorter it will be 
more expensive to ship things, including heating fuel for homes and diesel 
for the generator.

Use Local Energy
Communities can limit the amount of diesel and home heating fuel 
shipped in by conserving energy and producing it locally. Electricity can 
be made from hydro power, wind turbines and solar panels. homes can be 
heated with wood, local electricity, and the sun. Conserving energy and 
using local sources will lower both financial and environmental costs.

Travel Safely
as our winters get warmer, the fall freeze-up could come later and the 
spring break-up earlier. there could be more freezing rain, more overflow, 
thinner ice and more bad weather. this could make it more dangerous and 
difficult to travel on the land, on roads, and by air. Communities will need 
good supplies of sand and gravel to deal with icier roads and runways.

Share Travel Conditions on the Land
hunters should be aware of how climate change will affect the land. they 
need to work together to travel on the land safely by sharing information 
about dangerous spots and other hazards.

Food
winters are getting warmer and the winter road season is getting shorter. 
with a shorter winter road season, more things will be flown in by air and 
prices in Tåîchô communities will go up.

Keep Food Local
It is important to keep hunting and fishing so Tåîchô communities can 
continue to enjoy healthy food from the land even if store prices rise.

Monitor Local Animals
Climate change is bringing changes to where animals live and travel. 
some may move further north while others from down south may enter 
the Tåîchô region. this could cause problems with the health of animals 
and the location of herds. Regular monitoring of traditional game animals 
can help detect problems like this. 

Grow a Garden
Gardening is a very environmentally responsible way to get popular 
vegetables like potatoes and carrots while reducing the fossil fuels used 
in trucking food from far away. Gardening is also a good way to become 
more self-sufficient and stay close to the land.
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Questions you need ask
the best way to reduce risks of climate change is to build “adaptive 
capacity” or resilience into all planning and decision-making related to the 
broad impact categories described above – Infrastructure, transportation, 
Food, and water.

the path to resilience in each of these areas begins by asking the right 
questions. the answers to these questions will empower you to effectively 
deal with the existing impacts of climate change while better preparing 
you for future changes and impacts. Keep in mind that these answers will 
vary widely depending on your particular area of responsibility – whether 
it be your home or business, or the entire Tåîchô region. see appendix a 
for more ideas on developing and reviewing your climate change plans.

Learn about climate change.
 Z how is the climate changing our local environment now?

 Z what changes are likely to happen in the future?

 Z  what are the possible impacts and risks?

 Z are there any positive effects?

 Z  how do these changes affect our basic services?

Gather information
 Z what information do we need to make good decisions?

 Z where can we get this information?

 Z what gaps are there and how can we try to fill them?

 Z  how can we keep track of climate change impacts?

Make a plan.
 Z  how can we reduce or prevent impacts, or make  

best use of  opportunities ?

 Z what are our priorities for action?

 Z what do we need to do right now?

 Z what can we leave to later?

 Z what happens if we do nothing?

Take responsibility and work together.
 Z how can we support each other to meet our needs?

 Z who has responsibilities to help us implement our plan?

 Z Invest now and save money later.

 Z how much do we need to spend now?

 Z how much will it cost if we delay action?

 Z how are we going to pay the extra costs for adaptation?

Monitor what happens.
 Z  how will we evaluate our success as the climate keeps changing?

 Z how often should we do this?

Raise awareness
 Z  how can we inspire and educate others through our experience?

whether you’re preparing for climate change through a successful home 
construction project or a new approach to land use planning, it’s good to 
spread awareness of your efforts to help others follow in your footsteps 
down the pathway to climate change adaptation.

Gardeningsunset, photo by Camilia Zoe Chocolate 
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Appendix A
Rolling Up Your Sleeves 
Ideas to Help Develop and Implement Your Climate 
Change Action Plan
here are some more ideas and examples to help you talk to your family, 
your community, and your leaders about how to adapt to the challenges 
of climate change. Decide who is responsible for what. Communities and 
other levels of government need to coordinate their actions. Everyone 
needs to take responsibility, work together, and do more.

 Z  work with qualified experts to identify existing and possible future 
problem areas. Impacts from climate change are ongoing.

 Z  Examples: damage to roads, sewage lagoons, water reservoirs, and 
foundations.

 Z  assess the risk for each problem area and the cost to deal with the 
problem.

 Z  Example: a dyke may not be the best or cheapest solution to a small 
risk of increased flooding.

 Z  Decide what actions you need to take right away, when, and why.

 Z Decide what actions can wait, for how long, and why.

 Z Know that doing nothing may cost more in the long run.

 Z  take action to prevent problems – fix things before they get to be a 
problem.

 Z  Example: reinforce foundations – don’t wait for damage from 
melting permafrost.

 Z  Find adaptation solutions that also reduce greenhouse gas pollution.

 Z  Example: if the whatì mini-hydro project is completed, it could 
mean that the community relies less on ice roads and reduces the 
amount of fossil fuel they use.

 Z  Invest in solutions that are most likely to work, that deal with 
changes most likely to occur, and that help save money. 

 Z  Example: in permafrost terrain, use building materials and techniques 
that are suited to shifting ground.

 Z  Do some relatively inexpensive things that help you adapt.

 Z  Example: develop a community garden; increase young peoples’ 
education levels, and land and cultural skills.

 Z  Consider the impacts of climate change as you plan and carry out 
regular maintenance on existing infrastructure.

 Z  Carefully assess any new infrastructure sites for impacts from climate 
change, such as melting permafrost.

 Z  Identify problem areas. Check for problem areas from existing 
impacts and possible future impacts. Build in low risk areas.

 Z  Identify the technology or other methods to deal with the problem, 
and the cost.

 Z  Example: thermosyphons are special pipes installed in the ground to 
protect permafrost from melting. some mining companies such as 
Bhp and several buildings in yellowknife use them to help stabilize 
their buildings.

 Z  Use qualified, skilled people to design and build new infrastructure. 
Make sure they have experience and know what to do with impacts 
of climate change.

 Z  Consider the ongoing impacts of climate change as you plan and 
carry out regular maintenance on new infrastructure.

 Z  the impacts of climate change affect many areas of life. an 
adaptation plan helps you identify those impacts and explore 
possible solutions.

 Z  Communities may want to link climate change planning with other 
planning processes.

 Z  Example: Integrate climate change planning with energy planning, 
capital planning, and emergency planning in one overall Community 
sustainability plan.

 Z  Example: a simpler option would be to include climate change 
principles and practices into existing community plans.

 

Credit: pw&s/Nwt archives/G-1995-001-5104Fireweed, credit/Jazmine Gardner
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Appendix B

More Examples of possible 
adaptation Measures

 Z  allow for easily adjusted wildlife quotas and fish catch limits when 
animal movements and numbers change a lot from year to year.

 Z  adjust land-based activities and schedules to changing weather 
patterns and environmental conditions.

 Z  Revise dates and design standards for safe operation of winter roads 
and ice crossings.

 Z  Establish a well organized and well equipped search and rescue 
system in your community which can help people on the land when 
threatened by sudden bad weather.

 Z  Establish a well organized emergency response system in your 
community to prepare for extreme weather events that may impact 
public safety or property.

 Z  Reinforce or relocate community infrastructure threatened by new 
climate risks to ensure safety and reduce long-term costs.

 Z  Reinforce community lakefront or riverbanks threatened by increased 
flooding, storms, or permafrost decay.

 Z  organize a community education campaign to raise awareness of the 
local risks of climate change and how to avoid them.

 Z  Reinforce or relocate infrastructure threatened by new climate risks.

 Z  Develop regional climate change models to better predict and avoid 
local impacts.

 Z  strive as far as possible for local self-sufficiency to meet energy and 
food needs.

 Z  Develop industrial waste disposal technologies that do not rely on 
permafrost.

 Z  adjust land-based activities and schedules to changing climatic 
conditions.

Appendix C
Useful terms to Know
Climate 
this is how you expect the weather to behave based on many years of 
observation and experience.

Climate Change 
pollution from fuels like gas and diesel (called greenhouse gases) are 
causing the earth to warm up. as the earth warms it changes the climate 
(things like rain, snow and temperature). talk to elders about how the 
climate has changed, they know lots.

Climate Change Action Plan 
this is a plan for climate change adaptation and mitigation. Each Tåîchô 
community has drafted its own plan for dealing with climate change, but 
many issues are the same for all communities.

Adaptation 
Means planning for the effects of climate change  
– how we will adapt to the changes.

Mitigation 
Means how we can stop or slow down climate change. the best way is to 
reduce the amount of gas, diesel and other fossil fuels we burn.

Permafrost 
this ground that remains frozen all year. as temperatures rise 
permafrost begins to melt which causes the ground to shift

Cranberries, credit/Jazmine Gardnerpinecone, credit/Jazmine Gardner
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Appendix D

Useful Climate Change  
adaptation websites
Ecology North 
Follow the Climate Change link which allows you to download two 
practical, plain language papers aimed at northern communities: “Climate 
Change Mitigation” and “Climate Change adaptation”. you will also find a 
link to “Navigating the waters of Change”, a paper on how communities 
can adapt to potential climate change impacts on water and wastewater 
systems.  
www.ecologynorth.ca

Indian and Northern Affairs Canada Climate Change 
Adaptation Program 
CCap supports aboriginal and Northern communities, organizations and 
territories in addressing urgent risks in the North, where the impacts of a 
changing climate are already visible, and vulnerability of infrastructure is 
high. helps to empower northern communities to develop and implement 
adaptation projects.  
www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/enr/clc/adp/ccap/index-eng.asp

Resources on Adaptation to Climate Change
a wide variety of online documents, articles, presentations, websites 
and institutions on climate change adaptation compiled by Indian and 
Northern affairs Canada. 
www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/enr/clc/adp/rescc/index-eng.asp 

Climate Change North
an excellent educational resource for Northerners which includes concise 
background facts, lesson plans, curriculum links and additional resources.  
www.climatechangenorth.ca

Northern Climate ExChange 
an independent source of information on climate change in the Northern 
Canada.  
www.taiga.net/nce

What You Can Do 
Environment Canada website with practical climate change tips for home, 
school, on the road, in the community, etc. Find the climate change page 
via the “Environmental Issues” link.  
www.ec.gc.ca/eco/wycd/climate_e.html

Climate Change Impacts & Adapation
Natural Resource Canada (NRCaN) website downloadable impact and 
adaptation studies from across Canada including some from the North. 
www.adaptation.nrcan.gc.ca/neo_e.php

National Round Table on the  
Environment and the Economy
the Roundtable recently released a report on adapting infrastructure to 
climate change in northern Canada. 
www.nrtee-trnee.com/eng/issues/programs/adaptation/ adaptation.php

Arctic Climate Change Research 
Newfoundland’s Memorial University provides several papers on the 
resilience of northern communities to climate change, particularly in 
coastal areas. 
www.mun.ca/geog/research/arctic/index.php

Credit: pw&s/Nwt archives/G-1995-001-0730Credit: Finnie/Nwt archives/N-1979-063-0051
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Arctic Energy Alliance
Executive Director  
867.920.3333 
1.877.755.5855 
info@aea.nt.ca 
www.aea.nt.ca 
101-5102 51st street  
yellowknife, Nt X1a 1s7

Dene Nation
Lee Mandeville, Lands & Environment 
867.873.4081  
lmandeville@denenation.com 
www.denenation.com 
Denendeh National office 
5120 - 49th street p.o Box 2338 
yellowknife Nt X1a 2p7

Ecology North
Doug Ritchie 
867-873-6019 
doug@ecologynorth.ca 
www.ecologynorth.ca 
5013 -51st street  
yellowknife, Nt, X1a 1s5

Northern  
Climate ExChange
Contact: Lacia Kinnear  
867-668-8862,  
lkinnear@yukoncollege.yk.ca 
www.taiga.net/nce/index.html 
Box 2799, 500 College Drive 
whitehorse, yukon, y1a 5K4

Northwest Territories 
Association of Communities
sara Brown  
867-873- 8359 x 7 
sara@nwtac.com  
www.nwtac.com 
200, 5105-50th st 
yellowknife, Nt, X1a 1s1

Non-government organizationsAppendix E
Potential Partners
Carrying out the best laid adaptation plans will depend on close 
collaboration among communities, scientists, aboriginal governments, 
the GNwt, and the federal government. Building partnerships promotes 
the sharing of practical knowledge on climate change impacts and 
adaptations. Check out each organization’s website to see how your 
climate change needs might match what they offer. 

Government
Government of the 
Northwest Territories
Environmental protection,  
Environment & Natural Resources 
Jim sparling 
867-920-6396 
Jim_sparling@gov.nt.ca 
www.enr.gov.nt.ca/_live/pages/
wppages/climate_change.aspx 
Box 1320, yellowknife, Nt, X1a 2L9

Indian and Northern Affairs
Climate Change adaptation program 
adaptation@ainc-inac.gc.ca 
www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/enr/clc/index-eng.asp 

Tåîchô Government Lands 
Protection Department
Joline huskey 
867-393-6381 
www.tlicho.ca/tlichogovernment 
Box 412, Behchoko, Nt, X0E 0y0

“  We need more information and we 
need to work together. Joe Black, Gameti

Credit: pw&s/Nwt archives/G-1995-001-0730
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